
1960 – 1974 

 

Miss Mary Bailey M.A. read the Greats at Lady Margaret Hall, Cambridge, and taught 

Classics before she became Langton Girls’ Grammar’s fifth Headmistress in 1960. Prior to 

her career in teaching, she had served as Adviser to the British High Commissioner in 

Germany where she was awarded the Erdienstkreuz Erster Klasse (Order of Merit of the 

German Republic) - the only Federal decoration of Germany and only awarded to a tiny 

minority of women since its inauguration in 1951, ‘’for achievements that served the 

rebuilding of the country in the fields of political, socio-economic and intellectual activity’’. 

 

 
Order of Merit of the German Federal Republic – awarded to Miss Mary Bailey in 1952 

 

And so Miss Bailey’s insight into the rebirth of Germany after the Second World War would 

serve her well as Headmistress of Langton as she embraced schemes for branching out in to 

new frontiers, celebrated individualism and, once again, ensured that Langton was at the 

forefront of innovation and progress. 

 

In 1964, the school became the guinea pig for the Nuffield Chemistry Project as young 

scientists turned their back on tradition and embarked upon ‘’a voyage of discovery’’. 

Specialist Labs (including ‘’Lab 5’’) were built for Biology students and its adjacent pond a 

focus for a new approach to learning. The Natural History Society, working under the 

auspices of the Biology Department, beautified the grounds with bulbs, shrubs and trees. 

 

The option for an ‘’Individual Project’’ in History, field work which took Geographers to 

study glaciers in Kanderstag Switzerland in 1973 sat alongside further innovations including 

the initiation of an oral programme in Modern Foreign Languages and the introduction of 

‘’new’’ subjects such as Politics, Economics and Sociology in the 1970s.  

 



Miss Bailey appointed a full time Music mistress in 1965, opened the new Music Block that 

had been inspired by her in 1980, as annual concerts became a mainstay of the school 

calendar and an excursion in to opera was made for the first time with Dido and Aeneas. 

Exhibitions were mounted, plays performed and fashion shows put on as innovation within 

creative subjects took centre stage. 

 

More variety was offered in PE as an outdoor swimming pool was opened in 1964. 

Langtonians learned to ski down Swiss, Italian, Hungarian and Norwegian slopes and 

travelled further than ever. Their first expedition to Russia, in 1968, took them to Riga and 

Moscow. 

 

Further changes occurred in an expanding Sixth Form to allow girls to study a mixture of 

Sciences and Arts at A Level. At Miss Bailey’s quiet insistence, General Studies offered 

Langton Girls a choice of aesthetic, ethical, practical, scientific, social or literary elective 

programmes to further expand their horizons and develop their ‘’soft’’ or transferrable 

skills. 

 

Socially, the Sixth Formers had a better opportunity of mixing and meeting with each other, 

when a Common Room was devised – born out of a converted cloakroom – and a ‘’Study 

Area’’ soon followed. The ‘’Prefects’ Room’’ was opened and a Committee System was born 

in 1971. In 1974, a Library and a new Home Economics suite gave space for imaginative 

development. 

 

After the Headmistresses’ retirement in 1974, and at Miss Bailey’s insistence, the post was 

thrown open to men as well as women in order to find a suitable candidate for the role. The 

choice of Mr R Trevor Conway M.A. (Christ Church, Oxford) whose teaching career had 

taken him from Portsmouth to the British Centre in Sweden and his view that ‘’the fostering 

of diversity and individual enterprise’’ tied him to Miss Bailey’s values; developing curiosity, 

confidence and capability, looking outwards with Langton, again, front and centre. 

 

Miss Bailey was not the stereotype of a Headmistress and this may, at first, have perplexed 

those who were not used to an authoritarian style. Her hand was light on the rein, but her 

touch was deft as she made changes in direction. Although the numbers, when she left in 

December 1974, were large (approximately 680), the school was still a community; she had 

not allowed it to become a mere institution. Individuals mattered to her – saint or sinner – 

and individuality was respected. Her breadth of vision, humanity and integrity sprang from 

her deeply held beliefs. 
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